SET YOUR MUSIC FREE

STREAM FROM APPS YOU ALREADY KNOW AND USE
NO THIRD PARTY APPS NECESSARY

THE POWER OF VOICE CONTROL
ALEXA | GOOGLE ASSISTANT | SIRI
USE SIMPLE VOICE PROMPTS TO STREAM YOUR MUSIC TO ANY ZONE

NATIVE STREAMING™

STREAM FROM APPS YOU ALREADY KNOW AND USE
NO THIRD PARTY APPS NECESSARY

Works with Apple AirPlay
Works with the Google Assistant
Works with Alexa
MUSIC TO YOUR EARS

VSSL has made it easier than ever to stream your music from any device using Airplay 2 and Siri, Chromecast Built-in and the Google Assistant, Alexa Cast and Alexa, Spotify Connect, or Bluetooth. Simply use the devices and apps you already know and use, no third-party apps needed. The A.1x has made listening to the music you love even easier by integrating the power of voice control. Simply ask the Google Assistant, Alexa or Siri to play music to any zone. The A.1x was designed to grow with your home audio system and seamlessly pairs with VSSL six zone (A.6x) and three zone (A.3x) music streaming systems. Use multiple A.1x’s to orchestrate your favorite music in every room. Have multiple rooms playing in complete unison while others stream their own playlist.

A.1x SPECIFICATIONS:

Zones: 1  
Channels: 2  
Amplifier: Class D, 35 watt @ 8 Ω RMS, 50 watt @ 4 Ω RMS  
Inputs: (1) Analog, (1) Optical, (1) Digital Coax, (1) IR, (1) Network  
Wireless Inputs: Airplay2/Chromecast built-in/Spotify Connect/Alexa Cast/Bluetooth  
WiFi: 2.4/5.8 GHz dual antenna MIMO  
Outputs: (1) Analog, (1) Optical, (1) Digital Coax, (1) Subwoofer, (1) Network  
Sub Out: RCA, Adjustable cross over 55-200 Hz or by-pass for full range  
EQ: 7-band adjustable  
S/N Ratio: >98 dB A-weighted  
Frequency Response: 20 - 20,000 Hz  
Bluetooth: v4.2, EDR  
Rack Space: 1U  
Dimensions (No Feet): 7.44” W x 1.69” H x 8.69” D  
Dimensions (With Feet): 7.44” W x 2” H x 8.69” D  
Shipping Weight: 3.5 lbs